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Do you have clients looking for premium 
minimalistic slim rose door levers? 

We do...  That’s why we are so enthused about this innovative range of 
Premium European designer levers.

This selection of timeless models, is made unique by the all-new minimal 
5S Line 5mm sprung rose, and enhanced by up to12 beautiful finishes.  

Ultimately modernistic, totally on trend and stunning, Tupai rapido is 
exactly what you need to create a sensational design statement.

Our Tupai products are manufactured to the highest of standards and 
will add that distinctive finishing touch to your project.

Many of the designs and finishes are available with quick 1 to 2 week 
lead times at Atlantic UK, with custom levers being available within 6 to 
8 weeks.





5S LINE
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_ Page 8
_ Premium Designer Levers on 5mm Slimline Rose 
_ Modern & Elegant Finishes 
_ Stunning minimal designs completing the minimalist look

retaline

_ Page 18
_ Rich designer aesthetics 
_ Bespoke rectangular feature rose 
_ Enhanced by any of the 5 modern finishes
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curva line

quadraLINE
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_ Page 28
_ Versaline... because normal is so overrated
_ Define your style
_ Versitality at its highest
_ Customise these levers and let your imagination run wild

_ Page 40
_ Refined curved levers
_ Graceful and on trend
_ From classic looks that never go out of style,
    to bold contemporary designs

_ Page 36
_ Beautiful simplistic style
_ Sleek & straight lines
_ Designed for modern and minimalist interiors

VERSALINE





rapido finish guide
_ Lead times are up to two weeks.

PC bright polished chrome
TT titanium
PL pearl nickel
MB pearl black
SC satin chrome
BSN black satin nickel

special finish guide available for made-to-order levers
_ Due to the hand-crafted nature of these custom made-to-order products, lead 
times are 6 to 8 weeks.  Price on application.

PSS polished stainless steel
SSS satin stainless steel
PB polished brass
PVD matt copper
PVD shining copper
PVD anthracite
PVD satin nickel
PVD polished brass 
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F I R E E A R T H A I R S P I R I T W A T E R

5S LINE

D E S I G N  I S  N O T  F O R  P H I L O S O P H Y
I T ’ S  F O R  L I F E

_
l s s e y  M i y a k e

The stunning premium Tupai 5S Line designer levers feature 
a 5mm slimline sprung rose.  These timeless designs are en-

hanced by a selection of elegant finishes to complete the 
minimalist look.  

_
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5 mm
minimal line 

5mm





(T3098R5STT) titanium

(T3098R5SMB)   
pearl black

(T3098R5SPL)    
pearl nickel

(T3098R5SSC)    
satin chrome

(T3098R5SPC)    
bright polished chrome

(lever base material) zamak

5S LINE

_ REF.  TAVIRA
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_ This ageless design will never cease to appeal to those with a discerning 
taste.  A perfect door lever for modern minimalist interior decor, benefiting 
from a 5mm slimline rose to complete this look.

5 mm

(rose base material) solid brass



_ REF.  TORRAO

(T1967R5SPC) bright polished chrome

(T1967R5SSC)    
satin chrome

(T1967R5STT)     
titanium

(T1967R5SMB)   
pearl black

(T1967R5SPL)     
pearl nickel

(base material) solid brass

0800 9020 486
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_ The Torrao designer door lever on 5mm slimline rose provides a stylish, 
stand out and cutting-edge design.  Torrao is available in fresh and modern 
finishes that complement the lever. 
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5 mm

5S LINE



(T3095S5SMB) pearl black

(T3095S5SPC)     
bright polished chrome

(base material) solid brass

_ REF.  PORTEL

(T3095S5SSC)    
satin chrome

(T3095S5STT)     
titanium

(T3095S5SPL)    
pearl nickel 

(T3095S5BSN)   
black satin nickel
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5 mm

5S LINE

_ An aesthetically pleasing design that offers sleek, straight lines which 
complement the modern shades of polished chrome or satin chrome, as 
well as a warmer pearl nickel.



_ REF.  CANHA

(T4007S5SC) satin chrome

(T4007S5SPC)        
bright polished chrome

(T4007S5STT)      
titanium

(T4007S5SMB)     
pearl black

(T4007S5SPL)         
pearl nickel

(base material) solid brass

(T4007S5SBSN)     
black satin nickel

5

27

10

52

52

122

54

138

22
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5 mm

5S LINE

_ Canha is a timeless classic with a contemporary twist, providing an
 outstanding finish to your home & interior design. 



(TESCKS5SPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCKS5SBSN) 
black satin nickel

(TESCKS5SSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCKS5SPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCKS5STT) 
titanium

(TESCKS5SMB) 
pearl black

(TESCES5SPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCES5SBSN) 
black satin nickel

(TESCES5SSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCES5SPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCES5STT) 
titanium

(TESCES5SMB) 
pearl black

_ REF.  KEY ESCUTCHEON _ TESCKS5S

_ REF.  EURO ESCUTCHEON _ TESCES5S

5 mm

5 mm

(base material) solid brass
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  5mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

(base material) solid brass
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  5mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

5S LINE
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_ REF.  KEY ESCUTCHEON _ TESCKR5S

(TESCKR5SPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCKR5SSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCKR5SPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCKR5STT) 
titanium

(TESCKR5SMB) 
pearl black

(base material) solid brass
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  5mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

(TESCER5SPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCER5SSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCER5SPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCER5STT) 
titanium

(TESCER5SMB) 
pearl black

_ REF.  EURO ESCUTCHEON _ TESCER5S

5 mm

5 mm

(base material) solid brass
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  5mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

5S LINE
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(TWCR5SPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TWCR5SSC) 
satin chrome

(TWCR5SPL) 
pearl nickel

(TWCR5STT) 
titanium

(TWCR5SMB) 
pearl black

(TWCS5SPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TWCS5SBSN) 
black satin nickel

(TWCS5SSC) 
satin chrome

(TWCS5SPL) 
pearl nickel

(TWCS5STT) 
titanium

(TWCS5SMB) 
pearl black

_ REF.  WC TURN & RELEASE _ TWCR5S

_ REF.  WC TURN & RELEASE _ TWCS5S

5 mm

5 mm

5S LINE

(base material) solid brass
(dimensions) 
(rose width/height)  52mm
(rose depth)  5mm
(projection)  26mm

(base material) solid brass
(dimensions) 
(rose width/height)  52mm
(rose depth)  5mm
(projection)  25mm
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Tupai Round 5S Line - AssemblyTupai Square 5S Line - Assembly



retaline

 Rich designer aesthetics.
Bespoke rectangular feature rose.

Enhanced by any of the 5 modern finishes.
_

T H E  D E T A I L S  A R E  N O T  T H E  D E T A I L S .
T H E Y  M A K E  T H E  D E S I G N .

_
C h a r l e s  E a m e s
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(T3099LPL) pearl nickel 

(T3099LPC)        
bright polished chrome

(base material) zamak

_ REF.  PANELA

(T3099LSC)         
satin chrome

(T3099LTT)        
titanium

(T3099LMB)        
pearl black

retaline

_ Tupai Panela stands out as a wide yet refined lever that has a sleek, straight 
facade complimenting the modern & fresh satin chrome finish and equally on-
trend warm & industrial finish of pearl nickel. 
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_ REF.  SABROSA

(T3094LTT) titanium

(T3094LPC)           
bright polished chrome

(T3094LSC)         
satin chrome

(T3094LPL)            
pearl nickel

(base material) zamak

retaline

_ Sabrosa boasts a contemporary and unique design.  This lever has a rich 
designer look and feel, whether in titanium or satin chrome.
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(T4084LSC) satin chrome

(T4084LPL)         
pearl nickel

(base material)  zamak

_ REF.  CARTELLE

(T4084LTT)         
titanium

(T4084LMB)        
pearl black

retaline

_ A slim rectangular lever with modern straight edges on rectangular rose with 
concealed fixings.  Stunning in the stylistic satin chrome or in the warm hues of 
pearl nickel.
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(T3098LPC) polished chrome

(T3098LSC)        
satin chrome

(base material)  zamak

_ REF.  TAVIRA

(T3098LTT)        
titanium

(T3098LPL)        
pearl nickel

retaline

_ Tavira designer lever on rectangular rose looks sleek and minimal.  Ideally 
suited to a modern decor scheme in contemporary style homes.
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(T2275LPC) bright polished chrome

(T2275LSC)            
satin chrome

(base material)  zamak

(T2275LTT)            
titanium

(T2275LPL)             
pearl nickel

(T3098LMB)          
pearl black

_ REF.  RILLO

retaline

_ A contemporary door lever on rectangular rose with simple straight lines, 
perfect for a neat finish in contemporary minimalist decor.
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retaline

(TESCKLMB) 
pearl black

_ REF.  KEY ESCUTCHEON _ TESCKL
(TESCKLPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCKLPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCKLTT) 
titanium

(TESCKLSC) 
satin chrome

_ REF.  WC TURN & RELEASE _ TWCL

(base material) zamak
(dimensions) 
(rose width)  52mm
(rose height)  34mm 
(rose depth)  11mm
(projection)  23mm

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width)  52mm
(height)  35mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

For Euro Escutcheons 
use TESCES(finish)
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(TWCLMB) 
pearl black

(TWCLSC) 
satin chrome

(TWCLPL) 
pearl nickel

(TWCLTT) 
titanium

(TWCLPC) 
bright polished chrome





VERSALINE

DEFINE YOUR STYLE

Versaline... because normal is so overrated.  
Customise these levers and let your imagination run wild.  
With a rectangular feature rose, and an unlimited selection 

of decorative plates, Versaline is like no other. 
Versatility at its highest.

_
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CUSTOMISE AS YOU WISH



(T3089LWHTT) titanium

(T3089LWHPC)          
polished chrome

(base material)  zamak

(T3089LWHSC)        
satin chrome

(T3089LWHPL)           
pearl nickel

(T3089LWHMB)        
pearl black 

VERSALINE

_ REF.  TOBAR

_ Tobar is a truly versatile designer showpiece with both lever finish 
and decorative plate adaptable to your taste.

Choose your desired finish of lever and then select a finish for the 
decorative plate.  The plate colour in the images below is white.  
Alternatively, purchase without a decorative plate and style to suit 
your home interiors.
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VERSALINE

_ REF.  DECORATIVE PLATES TO FIT TOBAR

(T3089LSSSPL) 
satin stainless steel

(T3089LPSSPC)
 polished stainless steel

(T3089LWHSC) 
white

(T3089LMBTT) 
black

0800 9020 486
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_ Choose a finish for the decorative plate that suits your design style.

Get in touch for more customised made-to-order options.
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VERSALINE

(T3084LSSSSC) satin chrome

(T3084LPSSPC)          
bright polished chrome

(base material)  zamak

_ REF.  JOSA

(T3084LSSSTT)         
titanium

(T3084LSSSPL)           
pearl nickel

(T3084LWHMB)       
pearl black

_ Customise our Josa lever on rose entirely to suit your decor.  The 
possibilities are endless.  Select a finish of lever and a matching or 
complementary decorative plate.  Alternatively purchase without a 
decorative plate and style to suit your home interiors.

Choose your finish of lever and then select a finish for the decorative 
plate.  
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VERSALINE

_ REF.  DECORATIVE PLATES TO FIT JOSA

(T3084LSSSTT) 
satin stainless steel

(T3084LPSSPL)
 polished stainless steel

(T3084LWHTT) 
white

(T3084LMBTT) 
black

0800 9020 486
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_ Choose a finish for the decorative plate that suits your design style.  

Get in touch for more customised made-to-order options.
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VERSALINE
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(TESCKLMB) 
pearl black

_ REF.  KEY ESCUTCHEON _ TESCKL
(TESCKLPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCKLPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCKLTT) 
titanium

(TESCKLSC) 
satin chrome

_ REF.  WC TURN & RELEASE _ TWCL

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(rose width)  52mm
(rose height)  34mm 
(rose depth)  11mm
(projection)  23mm

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width)  52mm
(height)  35mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

For Euro Escutcheons 
use TESCES(finish)

(TWCLMB) 
pearl black

(TWCLSC) 
satin chrome

(TWCLPL) 
pearl nickel

(TWCLTT) 
titanium

(TWCLPC) 
bright polished chrome





quadraLINE

Sleek & straight lines.
Beautiful simplistic style.

Designed for modern and minimalist interior decor.
_

R E A L  C O M F O R T ,  V I S U A L  A N D  P H Y S I C A L , 
I S  V I T A L  T O  E V E R Y  R O O M .

_
M a r k  H a m p t o n
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_ REF.  RILLO 

(T2275STT) titanium

(T2275SPC)          
bright polished chrome

(base material) zamak

(T2275SSC)            
satin chrome

(T2275SPL)          
pearl nickel

(T2275SMB)           
pearl black

0800 9020 486
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quadraLINE

_ Rillo is sleek and minimalistic, perfect for functional contemporary 
living, and is totally on trend.
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(TESCKSPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCKSPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCKSTT) 
titanium

(TESCESPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCESTT) 
titanium

_ REF.  KEY ESCUTCHEON _ TESCKS

_ REF.  EURO ESCUTCHEON _ TESCES

(TESCKSSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCKSMB) 
pearl black

(TESCESPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCESSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCESMB) 
pearl black

quadraLINE

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs
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quadraLINE

(TWCSPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TWCSSC) 
satin chrome

(TWCSPL) 
pearl nickel

(TWCSTT) 
titanium

(TWCSMB) 
pearl black

_ REF.  WC TURN & RELEASE _ TWCS

(base material) zamak
(dimensions) 
(rose width/height)  52mm
(rose depth)  11mm
(projection)  23mm
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curva line

Refined curved levers.
Graceful and on trend.

From classic looks that never go out of style to bold 
contemporary designs.

_
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B E  F A I T H F U L  T O  Y O U R  O W N  T A S T E , 
B E C A U S E  N O T H I N G  Y O U  R E A L L Y  L I K E  I S  E V E R 

O U T  O F  S T Y L E .
_

B i l l y  B a l d w i n 





curva line

_ REF.  TURIS

(T2732STT) titanium

(T2732SPC)           
bright polished chrome

(base material)  zamak

(T2732SSC)          
satin chrome

(T2732SPL)           
pearl nickel

(T2732SMB)        
pearl black 

_ The Turis door handle has a unique 8mm thin lever and sits on a 
modern square rose.  Available in fresh metallic finishes of polished 
or satin chrome and also warm tones of pearl nickel.
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_ REF. VALBONA

(T3097SSC) satin chrome

(T3097SPC)             
bright polished chrome

(base material)  zamak

(T3097STT)            
titanium

(T3097SPL)              
pearl nickel

curva line
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_ A substantial and charismatic handle that curves around from the 
square rose and grows into a elegant lever. 
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curva line

_ REF.  ADRA

(T293RPC) bright polished chrome

(T293RSC)       
satin chrome

(base material) zamak

(T293RTT)      
titanium

(T293RPL)       
pearl nickel

(T293RMB)       
pearl black

_ Adra is a simple but beautifully designed door handle on rose, with 
a lever that allows easy and comfortable grip.
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curva line
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curva line
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(TESCKSPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCKSPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCKSTT) 
titanium

(TESCESPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCESTT) 
titanium

_ REF.  KEY ESCUTCHEON _ TESCKS

_ REF.  EURO ESCUTCHEON _ TESCES

(TESCKSSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCKSMB) 
pearl black

(TESCESPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCESSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCESMB) 
pearl black

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs



curva line
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(TESCKRPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCKRPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCKRTT) 
titanium

_ REF.  KEY ESCUTCHEON _ TESCKR

_ REF.  EURO ESCUTCHEON _ TESCER

(TESCKRSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCKRMB) 
pearl black

(TESCERPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TESCERPLB) 
pearl black

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(width/height)  52mm
(depth)  11mm
(unit)  sold in pairs
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(TESCERSC) 
satin chrome

(TESCERPL) 
pearl nickel

(TESCERTT) 
titanium



(TWCRSC) 
satin chrome

curva line

_ REF.  WC TURN & RELEASE _ TWCR

(TWCRPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TWCRTT) 
titanium

(TWCRPL) 
pearl nickel

(TWCRMB) 
pearl black

(TWCSPC) 
bright polished chrome

(TWCSSC) 
satin chrome

(TWCSPL) 
pearl nickel

(TWCSTT) 
titanium (TWCSMB) 

pearl black

_ REF.  WC TURN & RELEASE _ TWCS

(base material)  zamak
(dimensions) 
(rose width/height)  52mm
(rose depth)  11mm
(projection)  23mm

(base material) zamak
(dimensions) 
(rose width/height)  52mm
(rose depth)  11mm
(projection)  23mm
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( 1) Set the 8mm square spindle according to figure 2A below.
( 2) Set the adapter with through holes
( 3) Set the adapter with thread
( 4) Adjust and screw the two M4 screws
( 5) Break and remove inside parts in both plastic adapters  (see pictures)
( 6/7) Apply handle with the plate bottom up, adjust and press against the door
 until you hear “click”
( 8) Screw the M6 threaded pins into the square spindle

_ REF.  Lever Fitting Information

technical information

_ REF.  Door Drilling
With or without embedded 
fittings in the door.



inspiration

50
For custom made-to-order levers, do not hesitate to get in touch!  Due 

to the hand-crafted nature of these products, lead times will be four to six 
weeks.  Price on application.
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